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Straight But Not 
Narrow Event Set 

In Terre Haute

Time To Dine For 
Damien Centre

See The Full Story On Page 10

TERRE HAUTE—Straight folks in the 
Wabash Valley might far outnumber gays, 
lesbians, bi and trans people, but to show 
solidarity Wabash Valley Pride will hold 
their first-ever “Straight But Not Narrow” 
night Thursday 15th March from 6 till 8 
p.m. at the Vigo County Public Library 
located at 7th and Poplar Streets in down-
town Terre Haute.  

According to the event’s organisers, 
“The purpose of the night is to encour-
age straight, gay, lesbian, bisexual and 

transgendered adults and youth to come 
together as one group of people and not 
be separated by the imaginary line that 
divides them.”  

Softball & 
Mystique 
Highlights In  
Louisville
It’s been a busy month in Louisville 
as Pandora Productions held their 
annual Masquerade and The Raging 
Semis headed to Tampa where they 
took 9th in the Gasparilla Tourney. 
See Page 34 for tourney details and 
46 for more Masquerade photos.
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THERE’S ONE PLACE NO ONE MINDS GETTING FATTER.

Save today with Farmers®.
Slim down your budget. Trim away extra fat. And get your insurance policies into 
shape with help from your local Farmers agent. An insurance personal trainer of 
sorts who takes the time to help you look for savings. And help you bulk up where 
you need it most. For outstanding rates and service, call today.

Jerry Roseberry
317-351-6933
jroseberry@farmersagent.com
920 N SHADELAND AVE STE G1A
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46219-4817

Continued From The Front Page 

“Gay people support the straight com-
munity daily and now is the chance for 
our straight allies to show their support 
for their gay friends … bringing us to the 
idea of straight but not narrow-minded 
people joining the gay community’s activi-
ties.”

All gay attendees are asked to bring a 
straight friend and likewise straight 
individuals are asked to come with a gay 
friend. 

“Even if your straight or gay friends are 
not able to attend, everyone is invited to 
come join the group,” organisers noted.

The evening will include presentations 
by the Indiana State University Diversity 
Office as well as a straight child speaking 
about being raised by gay parents and 
a straight parent of a gay child. Other 
speakers were still being lined up as of 
presstime.

There will also be a meet and greet where 
adults and youth can meet in age ap-
propriate groups and then everyone will 
have the opportunity to mingle with each 
other to further open understanding and 
discussion.

Refreshments will be provided, and but-
tons, stickers and flags  will be sold to 
support Wabash Valley Pride.

The event is sponsored by LivingUn-
derTheRainbow.net and Wabash Valley 
Pride.

Anyone with questions or who would like 
to participate should contact Terri Cole 
via e-mail at tcole@wvpride.org

Gays, 
Straights 
& Allies 
Set To 
Hold 
Terre 
Haute 
Get-

Together 
In March

 

CLEVELAND—On 24th March Cleveland will be hosting an historic event for Ohio’s gay & lesbian community in the form of the 
“Ohio Street Protest for Gay Marriage/Full Equality” starting at 10.30 a.m. on Public Square, downtown. The individual behind this 
event is 17-year-old Adam Hoover from Harrison, Ohio, near Cincinnati. Since age 15, Adam has run his own charity that collects 
donated clothing for needy families. Adam and a group of supporters also run a Facebook page called “Support Gay Marriage in 
Ohio,” one of the largest grassroots pages on Facebook with over 180,000 Likes. His dedication and vision has gained the support 
of gay advocacy groups including Equality Ohio, GetEqual Ohio and Equality Beyond Gender. Now Adam has his sights set on 
Cleveland. If you would like to participate, please contact gaymarriageoh@yahoo.com or visit Adam’s marriage equality Facebook 
page: www.facebook.com/MarriageEqualityOhio 

Ohio Marriage Protest Set In March
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Your Vote 
Counts

By Rick Sutton / Political Columnist
Please Continue On Page 24

The Word is published the last week of every month at 110 E. Washington St., Suite 
1402, Indianapolis, 46204. While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and fairness, 
the publisher assumes no responsibility for errors. Liability is limited to the cost of  
said ad. Ads not cancelled by published deadlines will be billed at agreed-upon price. 
Ads may be edited or rejected for content at the discretion of the publisher. All items 
appearing in The Word, as well as the name, logos and design are copyright 2012 by 
BBS, A division of High Speed Delivery Fork Ltd. & Ted Fleischaker and may not be 
reproduced in any form without prior written approval. 

Phones: Indy: 317/725.8840 * Louisville: 502/454.4877  

e-mail: ted@midwestword.com                               

April’s
Deadline

™

Friday 16th March
Papers On Street:  

Tuesday 27th March
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Serving OUR Community  
With Legal Services  
For YOUR Unique Needs 
 

 www.bjbairdlaw.com 
bjbaird@bjbairdlaw.com 

 

317.637.2345 

445 NORTH PENNSYLVANIA STREET,  SUITE 401   INDIANAPOLIS, IN  46204 

MARRIAGE/EQUALITY UPDATE: IT DEPENDS ON WHERE YOU LIVE

When Winter wanes, it’s a good time to do a gut check on statewide equality efforts in 
Indiana’s border states.  

And you’ll see some common themes.

—Ohio: Buckeye equality activists have been busy. Their Constitution was amended in 
2004 to ban same-gender marriage. But the Equality Ohio folks are busy pushing anti-
bullying legislation in the current session of the Ohio legislature.

House Bill 116 is a “Safe Schools Bill” that includes three provisions specifically 
carved-out for the lesbian, gay, bi and trans community, and to help prevent and moni-
tor bullying. Just like Indiana’s legislature, the Ohio lawmakers removed one of those 
provisions which would “enumerate …various categories of people most likely to be 
victims of bullying and harassment.”  

In addition, the Ohio folks are fighting hard to pass the Equal Housing and Employ-
ment Act which passed their House in 2009 but died in the Senate.

Ohio activists hope 2012 can be different — but the bill languishes at press time.

—Kentucky: The Kentucky Fairness Alliance (KFA) has worked tirelessly for several 
years against strong odds, to advance lesbian, gay, bi and trans equality issues.

In the current legislative session, KFA advocates and allies have pushed hard on House 
Bill 336, the Anti-Bullying bill, and statewide non-discrimination bills (Senate Bill 69 
and House Bill 188).

HB 336 would amend the Kentucky Revised Statutes to require the discipline code for 
schools to prohibit harassment, intimidation, bullying or cyber bullying against stu-
dents. It was introduced late in January, assigned to the House Education Committee 
three days later and hasn’t moved since.  

HB 188 would amend the Kentucky Revised Statues to include sexual orientation and 
gender-identity definitions in the state civil rights code. It was introduced on the first 
session day of the year 3rd January, assigned to the House Judiciary Committee one 
day later and languishes there still.  

Both House bills have 10 sponsors — a very strong message that equality issues will 
not “go away” easily. SB69 anguishes equally. It has four sponsors.

—Michigan: Hate is strong currency in the Wolverine state.

House Bill 4770 eliminated health care and dependent coverage of all kinds for domes-
tic partners of all Michigan municipal employees. It was signed by the governor after a 
relatively easy legislative path.

House Bill 4163 requires school districts to adopt anti-bullying policies. In some ways 
Michigan trailed other states in “regular’ bullying tracking/rules. This bill made Michi-
gan like most states in America regarding the identification of bullying tactics and the 
requirement that school corporations tag and monitor their bullying discipline guide-
lines. However, the bill removed some important lesbian, gay, bi and trans identifica-
tion procedures. It passed the legislature and was signed by the governor.

In case Michigan legislators didn’t get the Buick-in-the-face message, the governor 
vetoed House Bill 4771 which might have allowed municipal collective-bargaining 
agreements to include some domestic partner benefits. This could also be called the 
“Suspenders & Belt” approach to prohibiting local governmental units’ domestic part-
ner benefits coverage for some employees.  

And it gets worse.  The following bills are introduced but await action:

—HB 5039L prohibits municipalities from adopting nondiscrimination ordinances 
that include lesbian, gay, bi and trans language.

—HB 5040/SB 518 requires university counselling, psychological and social work 
programmes to refuse some services and advice to patients, including reproductive op-
tions, as well as lesbian, gay, bi and trans services. Such prohibitions would violate the 
codes of ethics of multiple national professional psychological associations.

—Illinois: Our Illini neighbors saw statewide civil unions legislation adopted in 
2011, and they aren’t resting on their laurels. They’re working to refine anti-bullying 

laws too, but in Illinois it’s all about marriage. According to Illinois activists, the civil 
unions “reality” was a double-edged sword: they were able to force all county clerks to 
recognise civil union registrations. It was difficult, but it was accomplished.  

But the status of legal civil unions led to another realisation: It isn’t marriage.
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(317) 656-7223 • HPWinnersCircle.com
Located one block from Monument Circle at 20 N. Pennsylvania between Washington and Market Streets.

DAILY FEATURES
• Mega HDTV Wall
• One-of-a-kind bar featuring Indiana’s best  
   microbrews and delicious signature cocktails
• Taste-Tempting Lunch and Dinner Menu

Your Best Bet for Big Game Entertainment Downtown!

Hoosier Park’s Winner’s Circle...Hoosier Park’s Winner’s Circle...

Plus, Indy’s Only Off Track Betting Lounge!

A New Dimension in Dining & Entertainment!

This new and exciting destination features an American 
cuisine-inspired grille, a 21st Century pub featuring a one-
of-a-kind LED bar top and a Las Vegas-style race wagering 
lounge - all just steps from Monument Circle. The Winner’s 
Circle encompasses a bold and unique atmosphere, classic 
and innovative flavors, non-stop excitement and unbeatable 
customer service!
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Diana Ross
now

april 24
8pm

BOX OFFICE

On SalE
Friday

MarCh 2 
10 am!

800.754.3000
Old NatiONal CeNtre

murat theatre

livenation.com
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INDIANAPOLIS—Fork ready? Spoon? Knife? Reservations? That’s our way to say the 
annual Dining Out For Life is heading back to Indianapolis Thursday 26th April and 
by merely taking some friends and having a meal (and a few drinks) you will be doing 
a lot of good for the Damien Centre and the community.

HIV/AIDS is more than 30 years old and still devastating our community. In the U.S. 
alone, about one in five people living with HIV don’t know their status, and people over 
50 are the fastest growing group to contract the virus. There are effective solutions to 
slowing this epidemic and simple ways to help those affected by HIV/AIDS. Dining Out 
For Life, presented nationally by Subaru of America, is an easy way to help fight the 
disease in our community and it’s easy to participate – just eat at one of the participat-
ing restaurants Thursday 26th April. There are no codes and no secret menus. Just 
by eating at participating restaurants 25%, 50% or 100% of your meal’s price will go 
directly to The Damien Centre. And this is a national event, so when you eat out you’ll 
join millions of other people in over 50 cities across the U.S. and Canada fighting HIV/
AIDS the very same day. 

The Damien Centre is proud to be representing Indianapolis in its 17th annual Din-
ing Out for Life event. Funds the community raises will be used to support the pro-
grammes and services offered by The Damien Centre, including free and confidential 
HIV and STD testing, care coordination, a food pantry, housing and financial as-
sistance. In 2011, the Care Coordination programme alone served over 1,200 clients 
and the Centre’s testers performed over 2,400 free HIV tests. All of the services at The 
Damien Centre are always free to the community, too, so fundraisers like Dining Out 
for Life are critically important to making their mission a reality. That mission, by the 
way, is to allow anyone in central Indiana affected by HIV/AIDS to move forward each 
day with dignity, and to lead the fight to prevent the spread of HIV.

So, which restaurants will be participating in the 2012 Dining Out for Life? Check out 
the growing list online at www.damien.org or www.diningoutforlife.com or check out 
the ad right here in The Word. 

Fork Ready? Dining Out For Life For 
Damien Centre Is Thursday 26th April

As of presstime we’ve got some old favourites like Santorini Greek Kitchen, Metro 
Nightclub & Cafe, Café Patachou, Red Lion Grog House and English Ivy’s – some of 
whom have been participating since the very beginning — already onboard. We also 
have some great new places like La Margarita in Fountain Square that we can’t wait to 
try. To find a map of the restaurants nearest you, check out the map online.

So you’re not a restaurant owner, but you’d still like to help make Dining Out for Life 
a success? No problem! Individuals can also serve as restaurant ambassadors. It is the 
ambassador’s job to encourage diners to dine in “their” restaurant the night of 26th of 
April and to be present to tell diners about the event and the good work they’re doing 
simply by having a meal. Information on all these opportunities is available at The 
Damien Centre website.

For the latest up-to-date information, check out the Damien’s tweets (@DamienCenter) 
and Facebook (/thedamiencenter). There will be online-exclusive perks, too, so follow/
friend The Damien Centre during and after the event for the latest scoop.

Elisa Rogowski, Director of Development and Communications for the Damien Centre 
and a director of the National Dining out For Life organisation told The Word, “Sup-
port for this event nationally has grown to over 250,000 diners, thanks in large part to 
the efforts of Dining Out for Life spokesman Ted Allen, host of Food Network’s prime-
time competition series Chopped. Allen will be joined by Pam Grier, actress, advocate 
and author of the memoir Foxy — My Life In Three Acts. Subaru is the proud Host 
Sponsor of Dining Out For Life. 

“We are also delighted that The Word has agreed to serve as one of our local sponsors 
again this year. Other local sponsors include Entercom Indianapolis, Fineline Printing, 
GayIndy.com, NUVO, Just Pop In and Yelp.com National sponsors include Subaru, 
OpenTable.com and Cellit.”

By Steven Junkersfeld, For The Word 

AMES, Iowa—This year was the 20th anniversary MBLGTACC (Midwest Bisexual 
Lesbian Gay Transgender Ally College Conference) and this year the sessions were held 
in Ames at Iowa State University. This year’s theme “The Butterfly Effect: Evolution to 
Revolution” showed the profound impact of our individual and collective actions as we 
as a community strive to create a more equitable and just world. The chaos theory was 
inspired by the theme that a single flap of a butterfly’s wing can cause a wind which 
can be felt around the world. 

This conference brings around 2,000 students from Iowa, Michigan, South Dakota, 
North Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, 
Ohio, Kentucky, Massachusetts and Texas and provides an opportunity for students to 
build communities and network amongst activists. 

At the conference there were workshops based on the theme and a set of four pillars — 
pillars which inspire personal growth and development for each of us to act as agents 
for social change. The first pillar is history. Understanding how the past and current 
sociopolitical movements have impacted communities and the larger society is to be 
better informed for our future. The second pillar focused on identity. To explore the 
spectrum and examine the personal and political significance of identity and inclusion. 
The third pillar focused on individual intersections. This was used to create awareness 
of intersections between our community’s identities and other social identities. The 
final pillar is about socially-just transformation/action. Encouraging participants to 
take collaborative actions at the individual, group, and/or institutional levels to create 
social change that promotes equity for all.

Keynote speaker was Rev. Dr. Jamie Washington, president and founder of Washington 
Consulting Group, a multicultural organisational development firm out of Baltimore. 
His speech was powerful as he spoke about being Christian, Gay, Greek and being a 
reverend. He noted that things may get tough in our community, but we need to stand 

up. The shoulders we stand on today may not be here tomorrow so we need to be the 
next generation.

A second keynote was by Stacy Milbern a powechair-roaring disabled queer mixed-
race activist and writer. She grew up in North Carolina and lived in the world’s largest 
U.S. Army installation for 18 years. After being politicized around disability, she went 
from being the secretary to her county’s teenage Republican club to organising around 
interlocking nature of ableism, racism, heterosexism and capitalism. 

The final keynote speaker was Monica Adams who serves as a queer youth of colour 
organiser and as a middle school programme assistant at the Gay Straigh Alliance for 
Safe Schools in Wisconsin. Adams leads a group called People Like Us (PLUS) which 
uses culture, media, histories and art to creat dialogues and narratives around the 
struggle of our community and other self-identified queer people of colour. 

There was also entertainment, including Pandora Boxx, best known as a contestant 
on RuPaul’s Drag Race (Season 2) on Logo and VH1. Pandora did not win, but was 
named by Entertainment Weekly as “America’s Next Drag Superstar”. 

Midwest College Conference 
Holds 20th Session in Iowa
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946 S Meridian St 
Indianapolis, IN  
317-974-1100 
www.iozzos.com 

See You at 
I O Z Z O ‘ S 

Indy’s Newest 
Oldest  
Italian  

Restaurant 

Originally  
Established 

1930 
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Downtown Hours   Monday through Friday 8 am - 5 pm
R

Re�ll of any
Laser Cartridge

1  0o�$

Downtown location ONLY 
CC14-2      Expires 03.31.11

Re�ll of any 
Ink Jet Cartridge

4o�$

Downtown location ONLY 
CC14      Expires 03.31.11

No one just
chooses to be #1.

Cartridge World
10 N. Pennsylvania St.
Indianapolis, IN 46202
317.624.1800

Offers Valid Thru 31 March 2012
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Pink In 
The Sheets

By Mz. Pink / Word Columnist 
Mz. Pink,

I am in a long-term relationship and I am all-in-all, pretty happy. My girl and I 
have been together awhile and have a lot in common. For the most part I feel that 
we are open and honest with each other and that everything in our relationship is 
pretty good. 

There is one thing, though that I have been keeping from her because I feel that she 
won’t accept the fact or even participate in any part of the sexual delight that I get 
from this secret: I have a fetish! Not only that but my fetish is pain, and I really en-
joy the thought of a girl getting hurt while having sex. I like the idea of having sex 
and being so well-endowed that it hurts the receiver or fisting a girl and watching 
her cringe in pain and agony while I continue to do her. Actually these fantasies 
are the only way that I can reach climax. 

Not telling her is starting to affect our sex life, she however, doesn’t know. To top it 
off, her ex was abusive to her so I am thinking even sharing this would be a no go. 
How do I share this fetish and get her on board with my fantasies? What should I 
do?

Pain Monger, Indy

Dear Monger:

Oh dear! Isn’t this a pickle?! First of all fetishes are not a bad thing and since I am 
assuming that you have never physically hurt anyone while having sex, I believe that 
even a pain fetish is OK. I believe that fetishes are healthy and can enhance a couples’ 
sex life if shared and worked out correctly, too.

I do, however, see the dilemma in attempting to communicate this fetish with your 
girlfriend. If done incorrectly you could break up the relationship but if you don’t 
share it will drive you to cheat or do other things to satisfy yourself.

Before you try and talk to her there are a few things you can do to test the waters. Try 
watching a porno with pain as a theme or looking at a book or website that has these 
types of sexual acts in it and see what her reaction is. Tell her stories that you like to 
fantasize about and see what she has to say.

If that flies, then I advise you to talk to her — especially before trying to introduce any 
new sexual acts in the bedroom. Actually, share with her your fetish over something 
she enjoys doing, for example dinner, walking, watching a movie, hanging out or what-
ever she really likes to do. 

After telling her and letting her absorb the information ask her if she would be willing 
to roleplay. Tell her that although you won’t really hurt her you want to be more firm 
with her sexually. Try this out a couple of times and then let her know you want to do 
more, like blindfold her or tie her up. Let her know the fight is something that you like 
and tell her how you feel while you are doing these things.

After you two are comfortable with the ‘firm play’ then tell her you want to experiment 
more with physical stuff like hot candle wax, whips and things like that. 

It is important that you both are getting what you want out of this. Let her know that 
you love her and it really turns you on to be able to be open about this with her and 
that she is sexier than ever for incorporating what you want in the bedroom. Also let 
her know that you know she has been hurt before but you love her and would never 
hurt her. 

If she is not interested and completely into it then you need to let her know that she 
needs to compromise or this relationship might not work. Both parties need to be full-
filled in a relationship for it to work. 

Good luck!

If You Want To Reach Customers All Over 
The Region, Reach For The Phone & Call Us! 
Anything Else Would Be A Wrong Number! 

317/725.8840
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www.edwardjones.com

Because you’ve always been active and living life to its fullest, it 
may be challenging to think about a time when you may need 
long-term care.

Now there’s a flexible insurance solution that may help protect 
your assets while also providing choices. These choices may 
include providing a death benefit to your beneficiaries if you 
don’t need care, or returning your original lump-sum payment  
if you change your mind.*

To learn more about the choices to help protect your future,  
call today.

Choices: They can help 

Protect Your Future.

Complete details of  the benefits, cost, limitations and exclusions will be provided to you by a 
licensed insurance agent/producer. You may request a licensed insurance agent/producer to 
contact you regarding this solicitation of insurance. All products and their riders and benefits 
are subject to their policy forms and to state availability and issue limitations.

This is a brief  description of universal life insurance with a long term care rider underwritten 
by Genworth Life Insurance Company, Richmond, VA. Policy Form No. ULPLTCIPGLI (11/05) et al. 
and Rider Form Nos. ULRABRIPGLI (11/05) et al., ULREBRIPGLI (11/05) et al., ULRROPIPGLI 
(11/05) et al. and ULRGMBRIPGLI (11/05) et al. or ULRGMBRIPGLI (0709) et al. Policy, 
benefits and riders may not all be available in all states. Terms and conditions may vary by 
state. Other carriers’ products may be offered.

All guarantees are based on the claims-paying ability of  the issuing insurance company.

* During the first 15 policy years, you’re guaranteed to receive at least your initial premium back 
with the return of premium feature.

This optional rider requires a higher initial premium and is only available at application.

Underwritten by GENWORTH LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Richmond, VA

INS-5591-A-AD  08/19/10
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Michael E Wright, CFP®
Financial Advisor
.

6925 E 96th Street
Suite 265
Indianapolis, IN 46250
317-841-9563

If You Want To Reach Customers All Over 
The Region, Reach For The Phone & Call Us! 
Anything Else Would Be A Wrong Number! 

317/725.8840
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Your Vote 
Counts

Continued From Page Four

FEEL ALL THE STRESS & TENSION
MELT FROM YOUR BODY

UNDER THE HANDS
OF A NATIONALLY-CERTIFIED

MASSAGE THERAPIST

 INCREDIBLE 
90 Minute MASSAGE 

FOR JUST $60
CLINIC LOCATED On East 86th Street In The Nora Area

CALL RON AT
(317) 902-2796

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
WITH QUALITY MASSAGE!

If You Want To Reach Customers All Over 
The Region, Reach For The Phone & Call Us! 
Anything Else Would Be A Wrong Number! 

317/725.8840

Openly-gay State Rep. Deb Mell (D) introduced a full marriage-equality bill last month.  
It’s not clear if it can gain enough traction to succeed in the 2012 legislative session.  
But activists can take heart: Mell comes from a solidly political family and she knows 
her stuff. Her father is longtime Chicago Alderman Richard Mell, long a leader in that 
strongly-Democratic city’s political establishment. Her sister was Illinois’ first lady 
(Mrs. Rod Blagojevich). She has deep ties to the Cook County Dem organisation.

Dubbed the “Religious Freedom and Marriage Fairness Act,” HB 5170 is also spon-
sored by the other openly-gay Reps. Greg Harris and Kelly Cassidy, as well as Reps. 
Ann Williams, Daniel Bliss, Barbara Currie and Sara Feigenholtz.  

The bill was referred to the House Rules Committee (Currie chairs the committee.).  
In most legislative bodies, the Rules Committee is the place a Speaker sends a bill to 
either die or languish. We’ll see if that’s the case in Illinois — who knows?

In conclusion of our Midwest tour, if there’s an award for biggest civil rights loser in 
this bunch, it goes to Michigan without question. Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder gets the 
“Hair on Fire” citation for pandering to the far-right so much that he’s actually pushed 
the state further to the right than Indiana on lesbian, gay, bi and trans issues.  

THE REAL CULPRIT—AN ORGANIZED EFFORT?

An advance warning: this is not a conspiracy theory. But… There are common threads 
among these legislative efforts — at least most of them (Illinois gay marriage exempt-
ed).  

The American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) is an after-thought of the Reagan 
acolytes who wanted to spread their “government-is-bad” trickle-down theories across 
the land. The 2010 Republican tsunami gave them the opening they were awaiting — 
in multiple states.

ALEC had teed-up candidates and initiatives for all Midwestern states — and about 25 
others — patiently awaiting statehouse flips that put more legislatures in (far-right) Re-
publican control than any time in American history.

Michigan, unfortunately, went overwhelmingly Republican — both houses of the legis-
lature and strongly-progressive Gov. Jennifer Grandholm (D) were replaced by one of 
America’s most-conservative rightwing governors and legislatures. A trifecta for ALEC 
and its goals.

ALEC began with “task forces” on pertinent tax and social issues in 1981. It morphed 
into a burgeoning national organisation with a staff of almost 100 and “consultants” 
writing reports that preached the gospel.  

All those reports were available to ALEC member institutions and sponsors who ea-
gerly pushed those words into legislative action across the heartland.

ALEC’s website eagerly promotes the Reagan line as well as the accomplishments of 
movement stalwarts like the late Sens. Jesse Helms and Strom Thurmond. 

From their website:

“Since its founding, ALEC has amassed an unmatched record of achieving ground-break-
ing changes in public policy. Policies such as mandatory minimum sentencing for violent 
criminals, teacher competency testing, pension reform, and Enterprise Zones represent 
just a handful of ALEC’s victories in the states.”

Among ALEC’s primary 2012 legislative goals: bullying legislation. They reportedly 
instructed their followers to object to any language that favored the lesbian, gay, bi and 
trans community as a potential “violation of free speech rights” of “other” students.

But their most-telling pathology: their national resident scholar is none other than 
Dr. Arthur Laffer, author of the (in)famous “Laffer Curve.” The economic plan that 
launched a thousand trickle-down arguments. Alas, none worked.

Their National Board of Scholars also includes folks with cross-memberships on some 
pretty unusual groups, many of them not our “family”-friendly, to say the least. (The 
list includes Bob Williams of the Evergreen Foundation, Richard Vedder of Ohio Uni-
versity and more).

Their national board of directors consists of 24 hard-right state legislators and in-
cludes 2012 National Chairman, none other than Indiana  State Rep. Dave Frizzell.
Their M.O.?  

Get friendly legislators to advocate from a template they approve. Oh, to be a fly on 
that boardroom wall.

HUMAN RIGHTS ORDINANCE IN SOUTH BEND

As of this writing a strong Human Rights Ordinance is being introduced in South 
Bend. The 2011 election produced a majority (5-4) of council candidates who favour 
the HRO. It’s quite a turn-around from the contentious 2011 battle which we lost 6-3.  
And produced very hostile testimony at the council level.

In both the 2011 and 2012 efforts the mayor supported the HRO. The real difference 
—newly-elected Mayor Pete Buttigieg (D) took office the first of the year after openly 
campaigning on the HRO all through 2011.  

It’s a unique new council majority for the HRO. The supporters include veteran Oliver 
Davis who sponsored the measure in 2011 plus newcomers Valerie Schey, Tim Scott, 
Dr. Fred Ferlic and Gavin Ferlik. Dr. Fred is Gavin’s father — the only father-son duo 
in Indiana municipal politics. All five openly proclaimed their support for the HRO 
during the 2011 municipal campaigns and each won easily. The mayor won a record 
victory in South Bend.

South Bend — The home of Notre Dame, bastion of Catholic higher education. Likely 
to pass a comprehensive Human Rights Ordinance.

And I’m pretty sure you can see Michigan from the mayor’s back porch.
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and
the
by Matt Ponder

pecs
Nerd. Jock. Fag. Geek. Brain. Slut. Burnout. Bitch. Loser. Druggie. Freak. In high 
school, labels were applied as liberally as an emo’s eyeliner. Trying to pigeonhole indi-
viduals into a certain category seemed to be an all-encompassing hobby. Even if you 
were a hybrid, like a brainy loser, one label always won out over the rest.  

Some of these were accurate, especially when an athlete showed his mettle on the field 
or an honour student brought home a straight-A average. Some were merely attached 
with poison rumour — the drama student who may or may not be gay and the beauti-
ful girl who put out on the first date — or did she?  

These are the labels that can tarnish someone’s reputation and turn teenagers into 
bloodthirsty vipers ready to attack at a moment’s notice. We all know now that high 
school is not real life — not by a long shot — but the person who we were will always 
be floating behind the surface of our grown-up gaze. Maybe we were the gay kid or the 
slutty skank or even the doped-up rocker. The question is: can we escape our past?

In high school, when you finally graduate after what seems like 20 years, you take 
what you want and leave the rest behind. When I was in high school I went from 
scrawny quiet nerd to scrawny loud theater geek to scrawny bleached blonde skater 
boy, all the while being called every variation of fag that you can imagine.  

Granted, I was every inch a fag, but I also knew other guys, especially in my theatre 
and skateboarding experience, who weren’t. But because their ears were pierced or 
they could sing or their hair stood up in spikes apparently that meant they were sup-
posedly fags, too. How succinct.  

The word fag is tossed around quite a bit even now. “Don’t be such a fag” basically 
translates to “don’t be less than what people may or may not think a man is”, as op-
posed to what it really means, which is “don’t be such a homosexual who provides the 
world with beauty, art, drama and culture while wearing $300 jeans and showing off 
your gym-honed body in tight t-shirts”. At least that’s how I translate it.

So you remember how it was in high school, right? People calling each other names 
and making fun of the way other people dressed or looked while secretly wondering if 
everyone else was doing the same to them.  

So what makes that any different now when you hear someone called a slut or a drunk 
or a cracked-out mess or a stupid muscle boy? There is no difference. Maybe it’s true 
and maybe it isn’t, but the labels could merely apply to your past — that inescapable 
ball and chain we all drag behind us.  

For example, years ago when I was out every weekend tossing back the drinks, snort-
ing up the powder, popping whatever pill made the lights brighter and the music bet-
ter, you can see how I might have gotten the reputation of being somewhat of a party 
boy, right? However crazy I might have been acting back then, as opposed to the less 
altered state I currently reside in, the people I encountered in that haze of narcotics 
will remember me as that type of person. Once again, just like in high school, my new 
label is applied with Super Glue. And a brand new past is written, painted over what-
ever I was in the 11th grade.

I also discovered that labels come with certain, shall we say, professions.  Since I used 
to take my clothes off for a living, people would assume that I was also a trick-turning 
slut. Anyone who’s shaking their ass in a jockstrap in front of complete strangers has 
to be willing to do just about anything, right? That’s the presumption that comes with 
taking on a job which gives you paper cuts from new dollar bills in places that should 
never have paper cuts, and owning way too many pairs of underwear that have never 
been worn under anything.  

Suffice it to say there were plenty of boys in this revolving stable who lived up to 
exactly what people assume strippers act like both in the club and outside of it. Me, 
not so much. But I did learn first-hand about guilt by association as did the other guys 
who didn’t take it to the next level, so to speak.  

Nowadays, people still bring up my halcyon days as a stripper — I’m sorry, I mean, 
a dancer. Right. To paraphrase Showgirls, I don’t know what I did at this club, but it 
wasn’t dancing. But I can tell you this: it earned me another label that wasn’t true.  
And I can guarantee that any girl who has found herself swinging around a pole to 

Warrant’s Cherry Pie has the exact same label applied to her whether she’s a single 
mom or studying to be a lawyer or just plain needs the attention. Funny how that 
works, right?

The past just doesn’t hold who you were or what you’ve done. It also holds the people 
who remain in your memory; the ones trapped like flies in Kodak amber. They smile in 
your photographs, their faces frozen forever in eternal happiness no matter how your 
relationship came to an end or faded away like the stars at dawn.  

See, that’s the thing: there are never any pictures of people having a horrible time.  
When you look at old photos, everyone is smiling and everyone is happy regardless 
of what was going on behind the scenes. These people populate your background like 
movie extras, occasionally showing up and bringing memories rushing back with 
stories you had forgotten and details that had escaped you about the person you used 
to be. 

They are lost friends, past loves and all the people I’ve mentioned in this very column: 
the one-night stands, the cheating boyfriends, the secret crushes, the too-young lovers 
who have finally grown up, along with all the people from yesteryear who stare at you 
vaguely, thinking that they see a shadow of the person you used to be buried beneath 
the new identities that you’ve created throughout your life.

Just like these people, the places and streets that are painted with your narrative sur-
round you like a studio backlot. They stand like painted facades, the memories of you 
captured inside. Drive through the city you’ve lived in and the reminiscence about all 
of the things that make up the pastiche of your character which are hidden behind the 
brick walls of the apartments you laughed and cried in, the high school you narrowly 
escaped from and the clubs where you danced the night away. Each place holds a facet 
of who you were and each persona you adopted adds a new history, a new label and a 
new character to the person you used to be; the person who haunts your past like an 
awkward ghost.  

With each new experience and new encounter you can rewrite your history and 
reinvent yourself as someone new. Tired of being a nine-to-five brainiac stuck behind 
a computer with your head full of binary code? Strip down to your underwear and 
dance up on a box. Tired of being a gym rat with veins full of supplements and a head 
filled with reps and sets? Put on some Clark Kent glasses and start studying neurosci-
ence. The opportunities are limitless just like people’s perceptions of you. They will 
remember you as the person you were when they met you, but that doesn’t mean that 
they know your true identity.  

Past can also be written as p-a-s-s-e-d and just like time, your life story continues on-
ward. You can leave it behind like you left behind braces, acne and high school or you 
can hold onto it to remind you where you’ve been and who you were. Albert Einstein 
said that the distinction between past, present and future is only a stubbornly persis-
tent illusion. And if anyone knows what they are talking about, it’s him. Even though 
he was like, a total nerd.  
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Indiana’s Best Paying Slots - Just North of Indy Off I-69 at Exit 26 in Anderson
Complete details available. Subject to IGC approval. Must be 21 years of age or older to enter casino. Management reserves all rights. Gambling problem? Call 1-800-9-WITH-IT.

10 BUGS.
10 DAYS.
GUARANTEED!

10 BUGS.
10 DAYS.
GUARANTEED!

10 BUGS.
10 DAYS.
GUARANTEED!

Win A Car EVERY DAY!Win A Car EVERY DAY!
Friday, March 2 through Sunday, March 11

Win A Car EVERY DAY!

Get Your Groove On! 
Play with your Club Centaur card each day. 

Bitten By The Love Bug! 
Ten winners will be selected throughout the day to receive  

$100 instantly and an invitation to participate in that night’s bug giveaway. 

Buggin’ Out! 
Each evening one lucky participant will win a new  

2012 Volkswagen Beetle! Now That’s Far Out!

4500 Dan Patch Circle • Anderson, IN
(800) 526-7223 • hoosierpark.com
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Whipping 
Post

By Ms. K / Word Columnist

News In 
Brief

In January, I attended the Southwest Leather Conference for their 10th anniversary in 
Phoenix.  

This year did not disappoint with over 500 leather folk from all over the United States 
and some foreign countries attending. The event was held at a sold-out hotel near the 
Phoenix airport and the entire weekend was wonderful as we were able to see folks we 
had not seen for a long time as well as participate in celebrating the 10th anniversary.  

Classes ranging from beginner to expert were well attended and the contest room each 
night was packed with folks eager to see what was presented. The Sunday brunch 
saw awards handed out as well as what I thought was a wonderful keynote speech 
from Slave Pug. If you have not heard Slave Pug give a speech before, you have really 
missed a wonderful time. She was well spoken, graceful and truthful — a true asset to 
the Leather Community.

While in Phoenix I spoke with a leather man who has been in the community for over 
30 years, but is very frustrated with the way the community is heading in regard to 
new people coming in.  

He told me that he feels that the new people entering our community expect to be 
viewed as elders after a few short years and I agreed with him because I also feel that 
our younger generations want to change things in such a way as to alter our principles 
and our traditions.  

He also told me that he has thought of retiring from the community and living a life 
away from what he has always known, but I discouraged him from doing this by tell-
ing him that our younger generation needs our guidance whether they know it or not.  

How do I know? Because I have also thought of retiring from our community as some-
times I feel that I am beating my head against the wall when faced with disrespect and 
harsh words for doing things the way they have always been done. I am told that all 
communities face such things as they become more mature and their veterans become 
viewed as elders.  

Faced with being an older member with traditions has given me a new perspective on 
how I want to live the rest of my life within the leather community — the community 
which has always been my home and a place where I have felt the most comfortable.  

I agree with the leather man I spoke with in Phoenix that I may or may not retire from 
being active in the leather community. That decision, however, will come when the 
time is right, but I will always have my leather brothers and sisters. As to whether or 
not I accept the new ways of the younger generation has yet to be determined though I 
don’t believe I can turn away from my traditions and beliefs.   

The man I met with over 30 years in our community has been disrespected by the 
younger generation as some view him as “outdated” and not “with it.” I view him as 
wise and trying to keep our wonderful ways and traditions alive for the survival of 
our way of life. I do believe, too, that if we become or adapt to the way some of the 
younger generation wants us to, we will lose what sets us apart.  

The leather community has stood for having traditions which make it hard to become 
included. It’s not easy and isn’t something that can be accomplished in a few short 
years. 

I feel that a community which allows people to earn elder status in a few short years 
(one where in the past the elders were part of the community for decades before they 
were giving out advice and setting the tone of that community) is a community that 
can be had by anyone at anytime with any sort of principles. This is not what I want to 
be a part of, so I am hoping that this will not come to be. I am hoping that our com-
munity will continue to grow yet keep our traditions and respect of our elders in place. 

As we press on to our future, the leather community will see a lot of great changes and, 
I’m sure, some not-so-great ones. Knowing that we all care in our hearts about what 
the future holds for us can give us the ability to be excited about our future.  

The elders and the younger generation can hopefully work together and embrace our 
future as one, so I am hoping that the younger members will see the older generation 
as wise and not just discount their traditions and ideas too soon. 

I urge the younger Leather Folk to give what we have established a true shot at accept-
ance. If we learn from our past we will not repeat those mistakes in our future.  This 

has been a saying since I started growing up in the leather community. It’s one I always 
took to heart and tried to follow — the path of my elders.  

I came into the community to be accepted — not to change it to the way I thought it 
should be. I always accepted our traditions and did not want to change them. It was 
only when I, myself, became older that I even thought about making things in my own 
path. I hope the new generations will also be patient, tolerant and respect the tradi-
tions we have before asking — or demanding — they be changed.

Please email me at MsKleather@sbcglobal.net with your comments and questions. I enjoy 
reading everything each month.  

HEALTH CARE HELP FROM GOVERNMENT AVAILABLE FOR GAY COUPLES

Americans are now able to use HealthCare.gov to search specifically for insurance 
plans that include coverage for domestic partners, HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius 
announced recently. The Health Plan Finder tool on HealthCare.gov allows consum-
ers to compare the cost sharing and benefit choices of health plans and choose the 
best option to meet their needs. As a part of the plan finder update, domestic partners, 
including same-sex couples, can now filter plans that offer coverage for all members of 
their family.

“Last year, as part of our commitment to work with the lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender community and be more responsive to the needs of these populations, we 
promised to improve the Health Plan Finder tool to give these individuals the ability to 
search for health plans that provide same-sex partner benefits.” said Secretary Sebe-
lius. “Now we have delivered on that promise.”

Consumers looking for information on same-sex partner coverage can also access 
HealthCare.gov’s regular features, such as sorting based on enrollment, out-of-pocket 
expenses or other key categories. The same-sex partner filter is also available for small 
businesses looking for coverage for their employees. 

ANTI-BULLYING BILL IS FILED IN KENTUCKY

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Louisville Rep. Mary Lou Marzian has filed Anti-Bullying House 
Bill 336 (HB 336) in the Kentucky State Legislature. The measure would strengthen 
Kentucky’s current anti-bullying statute by enumerating protected classes of students 
who are disproportionately targeted by bullying peers, as suggested by U.S. Education 
Secretary Arne Duncan. This includes protections based upon a student’s actual or per-
ceived race; religion; sexual orientation; gender identity; physical, mental, emotional, 
or learning disability; and other distinguishing characteristics. 

Updated from last year’s proposed law, HB 336 incorporates language from a 2011 
amendment by Elizabethtown Republican Rep. Tim Moore affirming a student’s right 
to religious freedom of speech regarding sexual orientation: “Nothing in this Act shall 
be construed to prohibit or deny the civil expression by any student of religiously 
based opinions on issues related to sexual orientation” (Section 3).

Though Kentucky passed a broadly-worded anti-bullying bill in 2008, tales of con-
tinued harassment along with the recent tragic suicide of Woodland Middle School 
eighth-grader Sam Denham in Northern Kentucky have prompted officials to pursue 
stricter language in the law. A House panel on education approved the measure last 
year with a nearly unanimous 21-1 bi-partisan vote.

NEW JERSEY PASSES MARRIAGE BILL; RIGHT-WING GOVERNOR SAYS NO

TRENTON—The New Jersey Assembly has passed an historic marriage equality legis-
lation by a vote of 41-33. The Marriage Equality and Religious Exemption Act passed 
the State Senate by a bipartisan vote of 24-16. Governor Chris Christie, however, has 
vowed to buck the will of the majority of New Jersey voters and the State Legislature 
by vetoing the legislation. 

According to new polling from the Eagleton Center at Rutgers, 54% of New Jersey vot-
ers support marriage equality — an upswing of nearly 10 points in two years.

“The New Jersey State Legislature sent a powerful message that all its citizens should 
be treated equally under the law, and that all families deserve the same protections,” 
said HRC President Joe Solmonese. “Governor Christie may veto this legislation, but 
he is out of step with the majority of voters on this issue. We will not give up until 
marriage equality becomes a reality in New Jersey.”
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Chelsea Roth, PharmD / BioScrip Pharmacy Indianapolis

Ask The 
Pharmacist
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JOIN US!
Pride of Indy Bands is always accepting new musicians
For more information, visit us at www.prideofindy.org

Pride of Indy 
Band Presents

WOMEN 
IN MUSIC
IndyFringe 
Basile Theatre
Sunday, March 
Fourth, 2012 

at 4:00 pm
$5 admission 
donations accepted

For those of us who hate the cold, we have been blessed with a very mild Winter this 
year (*knock on wood*), but that doesn’t mean we can let our guards down when it 
comes to cold weather and icy conditions. Many visits to immediate care facilities 
and emergency departments can be avoided in the Winter months by following some 
simple guidelines regarding frostbite and preventing situations where slips and falls on 
the snow and ice are likely to occur. 

Frostbite happens when tissues freeze as a result of exposure to freezing temperatures 
for prolonged periods of time. Under normal circumstances, the body tries to maintain 
a constant temperature throughout; however, when it is exposed to extreme tem-
peratures the body will sacrifice expendable parts (i.e. arms and legs) to protect vital 
organs (i.e. heart and brain).  

During exposure to cold temperatures, the blood vessels in the body constrict (nar-
row), which decreases the delivery of blood to the extremities. As a result, the fingers, 
toes, ears, nose and lips are the body parts most susceptible to frostbite. 

Homeless individuals, Winter sport enthusiasts and people who work outdoors are 
those at highest risk for frostbite. People who are under the influence of alcohol are 
also at a higher risk for frostbite due to their lack of inhibitions and alcohol’s ability to 
numb pain.  

The symptoms of frostbite vary depending on whether or not it’s superficial (on the 
surface) frostbite or deep frostbite. In superficial frostbite, burning, numbness, tin-
gling and cold sensations are the most common symptoms and the skin appears white 
in colour. In deep frostbite, complete loss of all sensation is common and the skin 
turns a purplish blue. Later, as it warms it may ultimately appear blackened and dead.  

One should seek medical attention immediately if they believe they have frostbite.  
When dealing with dying/dead body tissues time is of the essence. Re-warming the 
area needs to be done with care to prevent any further damage. It is crucial also that 
the area is not allowed to thaw and then refreeze as that can cause worse damage. 

There are many methods for preventing frostbite including wearing appropriate cloth-
ing (Wear hats and mittens, avoid tight clothing, wear multiple layers of clothes, wear 
waterproof boots.); avoiding alcohol and nicotine (The latter causes constriction of 
blood vessels leading to decreased blood flow to extremities.) and keeping your hands 
and feet dry at all times when outside. 

Slips and falls are reported to contribute to 15% of all accidental deaths and more than 
two million Americans visit an emergency department each year after falling. Methods 
for preventing slips and falls seem logical, but a gentle reminder never hurts.  

— Wear appropriate footwear. One should wear shoes that are appropriate for rain, 
sleet, snow and ice. Make certain that the tread on your shoes is not worn. Waterproof 
boots are great for keeping your feet warm and dry and most brands offer plenty of 
traction, too. 

— Try to avoid walking on snow and ice. I know that this one is pretty unrealistic dur-
ing the Winter months, but if you can’t avoid the snow and ice, take small steps with 
your feet pointed outward (like a duck), slow down and make wide turns. 

— Pay attention to where you’re walking. At first glance, surfaces may appear clear of 
snow and ice, but be cautious for “black ice” and unlevel ground. Be extra alert when 
walking up and down steps and always use handrails when they’re available. Avoid 
texting  / e-mailing and carrying heavy objects while walking on snow and ice. 

— Mop and dry the floors. Melted snow and ice on surfaces can create a hazardous 
scenario. The use of non-slip doormats to catch water and wearing shoes with good 
traction can help prevent slips and falls on wet floors. 

When it comes to frostbite and preventing slips and falls during the Winter months, it’s 
best to use your common sense. If it’s cold, bundle up and stay dry.  If your path is icy, 
choose a different way or walk gingerly until you reach a more suitable surface.  

Take care of yourself during what’s left of this Winter and don’t become another emer-
gency department statistic!  

***If there are any topics you would like me to discuss in this column, please e-mail me 
at croth@bioscrip.com with the subject line “Topic for Word column.” I will do my best to 
address the suggested topics.***
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By Casey Williams/ Automotive Reporter

You Auto 
Try This...

Who knows what GS really stands for in the Buick lexicon? My educated guess is 
Grand Sport, but I’m voting for Goes Sonic. Of course it’s all relative. A turbocharged 
four-cylinder engine is only so sonic, but when attached to an expertly-developed Eu-
ropean sport sedan, it invigourates the luxury-loving soul. Or, something. It’s cool.

With Pontiac rising less like a Phoenix and having burned down more like wood 
structures in a lava flow, Buick had a wider road on which to needle some adrenaline. 
A high-output Ecotec 2.0L turbo-four, pumping 270hp and 295 lb.-ft. of torque, stirs 
cravings. Choose a six-speed manual transmission (believe that!) or six-speed automat-
ic with Driver Shift control. 0-60mph occurs in 6.7s; you can run all day at speeds that 
will put you behind bars. Just bring a healthy debit card because the GS rates 19/27-
MPG city/hwy. I averaged closer to 24-MPG – appreciably lower than some similarly-
sized and comparably-powered, but less pudgy, competitors.

Put that in perspective. The oh-holy Buick Grand National’s 3.8-litre Turbo V6 deliv-
ered “an official” 245hp. Its speedier sibling, the GNX, squashed contemporary Cor-
vettes with an underrated 276hp. The Regal GS is playing in the same league with two 
fewer cylinders, about half the displacement and two additional doors for family and 
friends. Imagine what a V6 and AWD would do! Now, that would be Super Sonic (I’ll 
let Chevrolet borrow that.).

Where in the old days you’d find a solid rear axle with enough wheel hop to plop your 
pop, the Regal GS’ chassis is a technical wonder. GS comes standard with Interactive 
Drive Control, a three-mode system that changes suspension and steering settings 
for more aggressive driving. STANDARD maintains comfort on rough roads or open 
Interstates. SPORT stiffens the suspension and steering for better control. This is my 
favourite mode for everyday driving and Interstate travel. GS is for enthusiasts who 
are presumably headed for a smooth track – visit your dentist before pressing that 
button. To give fair warning, the instruments change from ice blue to white when GS 
mode is engaged.

All of this wizardry is attached to an incredibly stiff body structure that allows the 
four-wheel independent suspension and Brembo disc brakes — with four-piston front 
calipers and high performance linings  — to stop the car as if clipped by a freight train.  
As in other mid-size GM sedans, engineers conjured up the HiPer Strut front suspen-
sion to reduce torque steer and improve cornering grip. That’s great because loading 
up the front wheels with 270hp is usually like holding the reins of a speeding stallion.  
Available 20-inch polished alloys with low-profile tyres play horse whisperer to tame 
the turbo’s torque.

I personally prefer the Regal GS’ spiced up continental style to the muscle boy Grand 
National’s black brick attire. The body shell is shared with the German-built Opel 
Insignia. Stamped from what was apparently a solid piece of very elegant Black Forest 
granite, the Regal’s coupelike design is quite handsome from its chrome Buick grille to 
large headlights with sinister-angle running lamps, C-slash body surfacing and sculpt-
ed rear deck with spoiler. It looks expensive. Twin exhaust outlets through the bumper 
and snarling fangs of chrome up front tell fat daddies to back off.  

A cabin fit for Fittipaldi awaits sporty gents (and gals). Interior style is very business-
like with controls intelligently-placed, but surrounded by lots of high-quality black 
plastic. Forget woodgrain, much less real wood. Deeply-sculpted heated black leather 
seats blow the chill off Winter while the thick flat-bottom leather-wrapped steering 
wheel encourages you to heat things up. Audi couldn’t do better.

Controlled through either faceplate buttons and knobs or the console joy wheel, the 
car’s in-dash navigation gets you anywhere. Audiophiles will exfoliate their ears with 
the standard 336-watt Harman/kardon 5.1 Matrix Surround Sound system with 9 
speakers. Go old school with a CD, stream internet radio or summon satellites with /
Sirius/XM. Bluetooth or USB connect driver’s smart phones to the full-colour 7-inch 
touch screen. Blind spot warnings and rear parking assist keep you from calling Flo.

My partner and I flew the “Goes Sonic” to Detroit for the North American Internation-
al Auto Show. Even after many hours on the road the seats, steering and suspension 
kept us in good kit. There was always plenty of power to jet past mini-vans and pickup 
trucks. On the first evening, we attended the premiere of the first-ever Cadillac ATS 
compact sedan. After the festivities, we handed the valet our claim slip. Two Regals 
pulled up before ours. Even among Cadillacs, the sporty Buick cuts a swath.

If you don’t like the turbo, Regal also comes in 182hp four-cylinder and 36-MPG eAs-
sist variants. But, that’s for babies. Go Sonic and learn why you won’t soon forget GS.  
Price as tested came to $38,155.
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By Michael Wright / Edward D Jones

Finances 
In Focus

Springtime is almost here. If you’re like many people, the arrival of Spring means it’s 
time to spruce up your home. But why stop there? This year, consider applying some 
of those same spring-cleaning techniques to your investment portfolio, too.

Here are some ideas you may want to put to work:

—Get rid of clutter. You probably don’t have to look too far around your home to find 
things that are broken, leftover from two ex boyfriends ago or simply no longer useful 
to you. If you poke around your portfolio, you might make similar discoveries: an in-
vestment that has chronically underperformed, duplicates another investment or met 
your needs in the past but is less relevant to your current situation and goals. Once you 
identify these types of investments, you may decide to sell them and use the proceeds 
to take advantage of opportunities which may prove more valuable to you.

—Consolidate. Over the years, you may have accumulated multiple versions of com-
mon household items — brooms, mops, hammers — which pop up mysteriously in 
various parts of your home. You might find it more efficient, and even less expensive, 
if you consolidated all these things in one centralised location. As an investor, you also 
might find that consolidation can offer you some benefits. Do you have one Individual 
Retirement Account (IRA) with one financial services provider and a second IRA with 
another? Do you have a couple of old 401(k) accounts with former employers? And 
have you scattered investments here, there and everywhere? By consolidating all these 
accounts in one or two places, you can cut down on paperwork, reduce fees and, most 
importantly, unite your investment dollars so that it’s easier for you to see what you 
have and then follow a coherent investment strategy.

—Prepare for turbulent weather. As you know, springtime can bring heavy rains, hail, 
strong winds and other threats to the Midwest’s “tornado alley” where we live. As part 
of your overall Spring cleaning, you may want to check the condition of your roof, 
clear branches away from your house, clean your gutters and downspouts, purchase 
a NOAA Weatheradio, and take other steps to protect your property from the ravages 
of Mother Nature. And just as you need to safeguard your home, you’ll want to protect 
the lifestyles of those who live in that home — namely, you and your partner or chil-
dren. You can help accomplish this by reviewing your life and disability insurance to 
make sure it’s still sufficient for your needs and the beneficiaries are current, too. 

—Get professional help. You may find that you can’t do all your Spring cleaning by 
yourself. For example, if your carpets and rugs are heavily soiled, you may need to 
call in a professional cleaner. Or if your tree branches have grown out of control, you 
might need to bring in a tree trimmer. Similarly, when you decide to “tidy up” your 
portfolio, you’ll need some assistance from a financial professional — someone who 
can study your current mix of investments and recommend changes, as needed, to 
help ensure your holdings are suitable for your risk tolerance, time horizon and short- 
and long-term goals. 

Spring cleaning can reinvigourate your home and your overall outlook. And by tidying 
up your investment portfolio, you can help gain some of that same optimism — for 
your future and that of your family or a partner as well.  

This is also a good time of year to look at plans and goals. Is this going to be the Sum-
mer of Saugatuck or Palm Springs or that cruise or trip to Europe or do you plan to 
stay at home and work on the house and relax here? As an investor this is a good time 
to make some plans with your money and that starts with asking yourself the same 
question: What are your goals? You can probably think of quite a few — but over the 
course of your lifetime, your objectives typically will fall into five key categories. And 
once you’re familiar with these areas, you can start thinking of what they’ll mean to 
you in terms of your financial and investment strategies. So, let’s take a look at each of 
these areas and see what they might entail for you:

Preparing for retirement —  With advances in healthcare and a greater awareness of 
healthy living practices, many of us can expect to live two or three decades in an active 
retirement. To pay for all those years, you’ll need to save and invest early and often. So, 
while you’re working, take full advantage of your 401(k) or other employer-sponsored 
retirement plan. Also contribute to a traditional or Roth IRA. After understanding your 
desired retirement lifestyle your financial advisor can help you determine how, and 
how much, to save to provide for your income in retirement.  

Planning for the unexpected —  You can’t see into the future, so you’ll need to prepare 
for anything that comes your way. By building an emergency fund containing six to 12 
months’ worth of living expenses, you can possibly avoid dipping into your long-term 

investments to pay for things such as a new furnace or a major car repair. And plan-
ning for the unexpected also means having sufficient life insurance to provide for your 
partner or kids in case anything happens to you. 

Educating your children — College is already expensive — and college expenses have 
been rising faster than the overall rate of inflation. A number of gay and lesbian fami-
lies these days have children — either from past relationships or through adoption. If 
this is you and you want to help your children pay for school, you may want to invest 
in a college savings vehicle, such as the 529 plan. You can contribute large amounts 
to a 529 plan, and earnings have the opportunity to grow tax-free, provided withdraw-
als are used for higher education. (Withdrawals not used for education are subject to 
income taxes and a 10 percent penalty.)  

Living in retirement — Once you reach retirement, your investment emphasis will 
shift somewhat, from accumulating resources to making them last. By working with a 
financial advisor, you can develop a withdrawal strategy that can help make sure you 
don’t outlive the income you receive from your 401(k), IRA and other sources. At the 
same time, given the possible length of your retirement, you can’t ignore the need to 
invest for growth, so you may need to consider some growth-oriented vehicles in your 
portfolio to help your income keep pace with inflation.

Transferring your wealth — When you’ve worked hard your whole life, you want to 
be able to leave a legacy — one that allows you to provide financial resources to your 
partner, any children you all might have and to those charitable organisations you may 
wish to support. So, when it’s time to think about transferring your wealth, you’ll want 
to consult with your financial and legal advisors to create an estate plan that’s appro-
priate for your needs. And because these plans can take significant time to create, you 
won’t want to wait too long to start, especially with the ever-changing web of require-
ments and policies states and the feds have which apply — often very unfairly — to 
same-sex couples.

So, there you have them: five key financial areas on which to focus as you travel 
through life. By doing your homework, planning ahead and getting the help you need, 
you can make the journey a pleasant and productive one. Have a great Spring!

Louisville’s Semis Finish 
9th In Tampa Tournament
By Arty Allen, For The Word

The Gasparilla Softball Classic in Tampa was all about comebacks for the Louisville /
Tryangles Raging Semis. Playing in only their 2nd-ever tournament and first at the C 
Division level, the Raging Semis had to dig deep against stiff competition from the oth-
er 37 participants from across the country before ending play with a 9th place finish.

During pool play, it looked as if the Raging Semis might have been out of their league 
early on. Playing the Tampa Bay Thunder, Louisville found itself down 8-1 before an 
incredible comeback, which would span over five innings, saw the Raging Semis pull 
off an 11-9 win.  

However, despite the great start, Louisville’s hopes of winning back-to-back tourna-
ments faded as Louisville finished the tournament in 9th. However, their run in the 
tournament was impressive. From moving up a division and outlasting 29 of the 38 
teams to securing the #1 overall seed to knocking off the tournament favourites on a 
last inning double play, Louisville has so much to be proud of. And they certainly left 
an impact on teams all across the country.
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You can’t put a price on belonging. That’s why, as a 
Farmers® agent, there’s no set limit to your earning 
potential, no up-front commitment to lock you in and 
no initial financial requirement to belong.
 But belonging gives you the freedom to run your own 
business, along with an incredible support network 
that provides you with the training, knowledge and 
resources of one of the largest group of insurance 
companies in the U.S. And you get our continual 
investment in one of the best-known brands in the 
country.
 To find out more about what it means to belong to 
the Farmers family of agents – or to apply – call me.

It won’t cost you a dollar
to get this sense.

Cincinnati Area District Office
513-275-1968
http://www.farmersagent.

9050 Centre Pointe Dr, Ste. 110

West Chester, OH 45069
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3319 NORTH  CENTRAL AVE 
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO LIVE IN A BEAUTIFULLY RENOVATED 

HOME JUST NORTH OF DOWNTOWN.  IMAGINE 3 BEDROOMS, 1 ½ BATHS, 
HARDWOOD FLOORS, NEW KITCHEN WITH GRANITE TILE COUNTERTOPS 

AND NEW APPLIANCES.  SECOND LEVEL SUNROOM.  NEWLY TILED 
MASTER BATH.  BACK DECK AND OFF STREET PARKING. 

$840.00 PER MONTH PLUS DEPOSIT. 

CALL JAMES AT 317-407-0377 

 

The Gray Agency
(317) 624-1934

INSURANCE
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Never Know 
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Proudly Keeping It In The Family
With An Agent You Can Talk To!

For All Your Insurance Needs: 
Auto * Home * Renters * Life * Health

Winter’s Here And 
So Are We With Free 

Indoor Parking At 
Your Door!

*Hardwood floors,
*16ft. ceilings
*2 Blocks To Circle Centre
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*Easy Interstate Access
*Free Indoor Parking Included
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Immediate Occupancy!

A Taste Of Manhattan In 
Downtown Indianapolis!
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By Bill Elliott / Word Critic

Standard 
Reviewer

Stephen King’s new novel, 11/22/63, is a meditation on American history that manages to 
weave a tender love story into a plot about the great unanswered question of the 20th cen-
tury: who killed President John F. Kennedy?

The novel is a departure from Stephen King’s usual genre — horror fiction — and it is a 
very good book indeed: meticulously well-researched and plotted, with deftly nuanced 
characters, and written in keenly-crafted and often moving prose. King is undoubtedly one 
of the masters of modern American popular fiction. His output is prodigious, and his sales 
astronomical. As if the success of his writing alone were not enough, most of his books — 
certainly the most successful ones — are shoo-ins for Hollywood movies or cable television 
films.

Despite seeing several of those films in the past I have never been tempted to read a Ste-
phen King novel — until now. The subject matter of 11/22/63 immediately appealed to me. 
I love time travel stories. And I am obsessed with the Kennedy assassination. This book 
combines both. 

I expected to be disappointed from the outset. Poorly constructed time travel fiction 
stretches beyond what most readers — even avid fans of science fiction — are willing to ac-
cept as “believable.” And so much has been written about the Kennedy assassination, what 
else is left to say? But I was wrong — 11/22/63 is as inventive as it is credible.

At 849 pages the book is huge (mental note: a Kindle or Nook would be useful) and I am a 
slow reader. But I zipped through this one, gobbling up pages at a rate that I found almost 
alarming, staying up till two or three in the morning on at least a couple of occasions.

The plot is rich and complex. And giving away the outcome would spoil the wondrous 
pleasure that comes from reading the story from start to finish. But some context is neces-
sary. 

Jake Epping is a 35-year old high school English teacher. He also moonlights as an adult 
GED instructor. One of his students — Harry Dunning, a middle-aged janitor with some 
learning problems — submits a classroom assignment that changes Jake’s life. Dunning 
writes about the night his father attacked his family with a hammer leaving young Harry 
permanently crippled and partially brain damaged.

Around the same time, an elderly restaurant proprietor (and old friend) named Al Tem-
pleton, lets Jake in on a secret. He doesn’t just tell Jake what the secret is: he lets him 
experience it for himself. In the pantry at the back of Al’s diner is a portal into 1958. At Al’s 
prompting Jake steps back into Lisbon Falls, Maine, almost fifty years in the past. And even 
though he experiences it first hand, he can’t quite bring himself to believe what has hap-
pened.

Al explains that, during frequent trips into the past, it occurred to him that he could try to 
stop the murder of John F. Kennedy. He believes that all the troubles in modern day USA — 
and in the world, for that matter — stem from the events of that day in Dallas in November, 
1963.

Jake notices that Al has visibly deteriorated during a recent four-year stay in the past (Dur-
ing his experience, however, only two minutes have passed in 2011.). Al has contracted 
cancer and was unable to complete the task of preventing Lee Harvey Oswald (or whoever 
it was) from shooting the president. Presenting years of notes about Oswald’s movements 
from 1958-1963, he urges Jake to finish the job he started.

Jake is disturbed by Al’s request. But he is also intrigued by it. He has a chance to actually 
change — and leave a mark — on history. 

Jake reluctantly agrees to take on Al’s unfinished mission but only if he can prevent the 
murder of Harry Dunning’s family first. He is very much concerned about the “butterfly 
effect”— how interference in the past, no matter how minor, may have consequences in the 
future.

Arriving for an extended stay in Lisbon Falls, Jake (carrying fake IDs and rechristened 
“George Amberson”) sets about changing his new future — his former past. He has to 
acquaint himself with the language and fashions of the late fifties; he buys himself a car (a 
“classic” Ford Sunliner convertible, at the time only four years old) and a new wardrobe; he 
“earns” money by gambling on World Series’ games that have already taken place.

Jake adapts fairly quickly. Indeed, he relishes the sights, sounds, smells, and (particularly) 
the tastes of the past. He loves its simplicity, its honesty, its polite manners, and, of course, 
its innocence. He begins to wonder if he will ever be able to adapt to his own future again.

He returns to 1958 for a third time (always arriving at the same time and in the same 
place) and immerses himself in the period, meeting and falling in love with a librarian 
named Sadie Dunhill in a small town outside of Dallas. Eventually (and reluctantly), he 
confides to Sadie why he has come to Texas and what he plans to do. Sally (against his 
wishes and his better judgment) is determined to help him. This leads them both to the 
fateful November day and a joint date with destiny.

The amount of research King (and his aide, Russ Dorr) have put into 11/22/63 is stunning. 
Every detail seems to ring true — the taste of a 10¢ root beer, the detailing on Jake’s 1954 
Sunliner, the ubiquitous presence of cigarettes, the sounds and smells of Texas oil refin-
eries, the excitement of small-town high school dances. Even suspending one’s disbelief 
about time travel, the years 1958-1963 come to life in the pages of 11/22/63 in ways they 
rarely do in history books.

The book is full of humour and light relief to balance the often-weighty material. For ex-
ample, we learn that Al has been visiting 1958 for years to buy meat for his hamburgers (or 
“fatburgers,” which the locals suspiciously label “catburgers”). Turns out 1958 beef prices 
mean that Al is able to sell burgers in 2011 for $1.19. 

King’s use of doubling provides the book with much of its texture. Names from one time 
and place recur (in part or whole) in another place or time. Likewise, individuals with en-
tirely different names but similar features crop up in various places. Mannerisms, cigarette 
brands, turns of phrase all echo to provide what Jake terms “harmonics”— the past’s way 
of communicating with those who would mess with its powers.

In many of King’s stories, animate and inanimate objects assume disturbingly supernatural 
qualities and become menacing: a dog in Cujo; a car in Christine; a hotel in The Shining, 
all kinds of technology in Maximum Overdrive. In 11/22/63, history itself seems possessed. 
“The past is obdurate,” says Al to Jake. “It doesn’t want to be changed.”

That is perhaps what makes 11/22/63 so gripping and so believable. If the future is intri-
cately bound to what has come before, then the past would certainly be reluctant to allow 
itself to be tampered with. As the book reaches its dizzying climax, all manner of things 
come into force to prevent Jake and Sadie from carrying out their task. The whole of his-
tory seems to be against the couple. But they struggle on. And it is a struggle that we want 
desperately to be a part of. Turning each page becomes an act of willing Jake and Sadie 
forward. Not only do we want to know what happens next — we want to help them.

But if 11/22/63 were just about time travel and the Kennedy assassination it might be a 
well-told tale that we read and instantly forget. What makes the book haunt us long after 
we close it isn’t what finally happens on November 22, 1963. It is the characters we leave 
behind and the effect they have on us. Jake and Sadie touch us in ways that make us reac-
quaint ourselves with our own innocent pasts, our dreams of the future, and our abiding 
belief that it is through love — timeless, abiding love — that finally we find our destiny and 
the true meaning of our own existence. 
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By Dr. Fred Schloemer, LCSW / Louisville
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Author’s note: This month’s feature is a follow-up to an earlier column in which a 
reader described his widowed father-in-law considering marriage to “Mary Beth,” a 
woman the family believed to be prejudiced against gay people. Here’s a brief excerpt 
from that column giving the gist of the situation: 
“Last month, we went up to visit Pa and meet Mary Beth, but she managed to be 
sick or otherwise engaged all weekend. It never occurred to us to question why until 
one of my partner’s sisters asked us as we were leaving, “Don’t you think it’s awfully 
‘convenient’ that Mary Beth managed to avoid meeting her future gay son-in-law 
and his partner?” Once the idea was out on the table, we had to wonder, and we 
soon learned that the other siblings think the same thing. Now everyone wants Pa 
to confront Mary Beth about her feelings about his having a gay son, and to either 
break up with her, or at least cool the marriage plans if it becomes evident that she is 
prejudiced.”
My advice to the reader then was to give Mary Beth the benefit of the doubt and to 
wait for further developments to reveal her true feelings about gay people. Recently 
the reader wrote me with this update.

“We went back to visit my partner’s extended family this Christmas and finally got the 
chance to meet Mary Beth at a big family gathering. Well, I hate to say it but the verdict 
is in now, loud and clear. Mary Beth is indeed prejudiced against gay people and doesn’t 
even try to hide it anymore. She walked into the room and said hi to everyone present 
until she had made it all the way around the room and there was no one left to greet but 
us. A long silence followed as she looked right at us. 
We figured maybe she felt shy so we went up to her and put out our hands and introduced 
ourselves. She took our hands and just barely shook them, but didn’t say anything back 
to us at all! I looked at her eyes and saw they were looking right through me, as if I were a 
total non-person. Pa sensed our unease and jumped in to smooth things over, saying how 
proud he was of us and how important we were to the family. But the damage was done. 
We both know now we’ll never be comfortable visiting Pa as long as Mary Beth is around. 
So where do we go from here?

My Response: One of the many rewarding things about writing this column is the 
opportunity it affords to track peoples’ progress through receiving their e-mails 
reporting how things have turned out for them so far. While I’m sorry to hear this 
reader’s worst fears about Mary Beth have been realised, I appreciate his keeping me 
in the loop and updating me on matters so that we can continue to try to problem-
solve this sticky family situation together.
The reader and his partner have moved from suspicion about Mary Beth being anti-
gay to sad certainty; the woman is definitely prejudiced and not afraid to show it.  
Understandably, they can’t imagine ever visiting Pa again as long as Mary Beth is 
present, and that’s as it should be. 
Sometimes we enable prejudiced people to continue their hurtful actions by trying 
to take the high road, going to family gatherings and acting as if everything is alright 
while the bigoted ones continue to do their hateful, mean-spirited thing, making 
everyone but themselves uncomfortable in the process.
While I usually hesitate to suggest any course of action that’s going to risk 
estrangement from loved ones, sometimes the only self-respecting thing we can do as 
gay people is to throw down the gauntlet and draw some lines in the sand. That’s my 
feeling about what needs to happen next in this reader’s family. 
He and his partner took my advice and tried to give Mary Beth some grace and 
patience, but it didn’t work. Now they would be fully justified in taking another 
approach. 
It’s time to call or write Pa and let him know how much Mary Beth has hurt them; also 
to express their intentions to protect themselves from further hurt by never being in 
her presence again. 
What happens from that point on is really Pa’s decision. If he truly loves and values his 
gay son and son-in-law, as I believe he does, he’ll honour their wishes and re-evaluate 
his relationship with Mary Beth. 
And that’s what I predict will happen in this situation. However, if I’m wrong (again) 
and that doesn’t happen, they may just need to distance themselves in future and hope 
Pa comes to his senses eventually.

Fred Schloemer, Ed.D., LCSW, is a gay psychotherapist and author in Louisville, KY 
specializing in gay issues. Write him at FredSchloemer@aol.com
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Jill A. Ditmire / Mass Ave Wine Shoppe
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Punxatawney Phil may be snoozin’ the days away but the rest of us can take advantage 
of some new wines and spirits on shoppe shelves. You don’t have to put away your 
favourite bold, smokey reds or lush, round ripe whites but give some wines that have a 
bit more zip in the sip a try for an early taste of Spring.   

Here are a few of my “must have’s” for Spring 2012.   

—La Ferla White, Italy. A crisp dry Sicilian white for less than $10?  THAT’S Amore!

—La Ferla Red, Italy. A fruity, dry Sicilian red that begs for pizza, pasta and burgers.

—Arona Sauvignon Blanc, Marlborough, New Zealand. Quintessential New Zealand 
style: zippy, tangy, bright dry white. Sensational sipper. Fabulous label too!

—Hannah Nicole Cabernet Franc, California. A small producer from Central Coast 
Califonia featuring lush, black fruit with hints of spice. This is a very special wine. 
Small production but worth the find. 

—Handcraft Pinot Noir, California. Fruity, feminine style of this food-friendly red wine 
grape with gorgeous label on the bottle. Incredible aromas of cherry, strawberry with 
a touch of truffle. If you are thinking about trying red wine, this would make a superb 
starter bottle. 

—Handcraft Petite Syrah, California. This is a bold, intense, lip-smacking good exam-
ple of a dry red wine grape. Inviting aromas and flavours of blackberry, mocha and jam. 
This is a BIG wine and one that will please any red wine drinker. 

—Trentadue Ol’ Patch Red. A bold, rich, lush dry red blend. Black fruit dominates along 
with chewy lingering finish. Fire up the grill or put a pot roast in the oven and sit back 
and savour.

—Le Lapin Eccentricity, California. This is the second label of Paso Robles winery Rab-
bit Ridge. A delightful blend of Chardonnay and Chenin Blanc offers up notes of green 
apple, pear and just a bit of creamy caramel.  

—Rayun Sauvignon Blanc, Chile. Close your eyes and you will swear it’s from New Zea-
land. Fresh tangy notes of passion fruit and white grapefruit with a crisp, clean finish.

—Rayun Syrah, Chile. Smoky black fruit hints of mocha in an easy drinking dry red. 
Oh, and it’s less than $10, too!

—Hum Botanical Liqueur. A craft spirit made (believe it or not) in Illinois. It has a rum 
base infused with botanicals, cardamom and keffir lime. This is SPRING!  Enjoy on the 
rocks or as a Hum Martini or put a shot in a glass of sparkling wine. I like to add it to a 
Mimosa — OJ and Champagne become a HUM dinger of a drink!

—Concannon Irish Whiskey. Distilled in Ireland then shipped to California where it’s 
aged in Petite Syrah barrels. Notes of caramel, almond plus vanilla and above all it’s 
smooth. You could easily sip this whiskey on its own or use it to make a whiskey sour 
or Manhattan cocktail.  Happy March and Happy St. Pat’s Day, too.
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Word Photos By Cody Button

LOUISVILLE—Pandora 
Productions held their 
only fundraiser of the year 
recently with a Masquerade 
at the Mellwood Arts & 
Entertainment Centre. 
Highlights included 
costumes, music with local 
jazz legend Robbie Bartlett, 
a silent auction as well as 
great food. From the look of 
things, there were also a lot 
of fun and funds raised!
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Hackin’ 
The Net

By Ted Fleischaker / Word Publisher 
I suppose Santa was reading my December column as I got a really cool nostalgic Victo-
ria by Grace Digital WiFi Radio as one of my holiday gifts last year. Why am I bringing 
this up now, months later? Simple. I wanted to try it — and I mean really put it through 
all its paces — before I wrote much about the good, bad and ugly. And trust me, after 
several months all three are indeed alive and well.

The summary: The goods outweigh the bads (but barely), there are a couple uglies and 
I am insulted that after Santa spent $169 for the radio (He got me a factory refurbished 
model or it would have been more.) I was still asked to pay to get their iPad/iPhone app 
which I declined to do as TuneIn Radio for the iPhone/Pad is a much, much better and 
easier-to-use interface I feel and it’s either free or 99¢ depending if you get the regular or 
pro version.

So what is the longer answer? From my experience any WiFi internet radio requires 
some work to configure and start using. Repeat that word: “Any.” They are all touted as 
easy and fun and all that, but in truth, we have four different WiFi receivers in our home 
these days and not a single one of them was easy to set up or get to work. 

In at least one case — that of one of the earlier Slim Devices Squeezeboxes (The firm’s 
now owned by Logitech.) — the whole issue was so confusing I have it in storage and 
likely will put it on eBay when time allows. The two later Logitech Duets are in use 
though not without burps and the latest addition — The Victoria by Grace Digital Santa 
brought — works but is way too confusing and the set-up was a multiple-try affair. 

To get it operating not only took several reads thru the slick 36-page manual, plus some 
live chat with a tech on their website AND a phone call to customer service, but a lot of 
hair pulling. 

Even now with it working, I find myself referencing the manual all the time and finding 
that my stations appear to be “lost” in this or that sub-menu I will need to find via the 
receiver’s tuning “window”. It is confusing to set up, confusing to play and confusing 
to work with. And that’s from the techie with a computer, iPhone, iPad and any other 
gadget I can bring myself to pay for.

The two greatest things about this receiver though are that once you do get your stations 
entered (Did I mention an online free account and entering them there is the preferred 
method?) it plays and sounds great and the looks are really cool with the wood case and 
speaker looking straight out of 1935 despite housing a “radio” chassis which nobody 
ever dreamed of in those days, aside maybe from Dick Tracy with his two-way wrist one.

The nostalgic radio also hides some other secrets — like a stereo out to run to your mul-
tiple speakers or amp should you want more sound than the excellent built-in speaker 
allows for, and a hand-held remote so you can control it from your recliner or sofa.

But almost all of that fun is negated by the uber-complex set-up which took my tech hus-
band (He was IT director of a civil engineering firm in his past.) and I both to the edge 
of needing some Valium. It REALLY is that big a pain so unless you either have more 
patience and time than we did to go through the whole thing or a friend or lover who 
will handle it for you or a wholesale scrip for tranquilizers, this might not be the gift you 
want to ask for, much less buy for yourself.

There are also some limitations in what’s available once you do get it set up and running. 
It’s claimed thousands (up to 50,000) of stations are in the directory and that a staff 
checks to see if they are current (ie: still stream and streams work) as well as all genres 
being represented. However we found some faves we regularly stream on our computers 
were missing. Trying to add them via the website link brought up a message that there 
was a problem with the info we entered but nowhere to look for a solution. That was on 
our second try. 

The first go-round brought news that we needed to e-mail the info to them and couldn’t 
use the web link to provide the data at all. Again, not too user friendly and we never did 
get an e-mail back that our addition had been received nor the requested station in Cali-
fornia added. As of this writing it still appears the suggestion given has not been taken.

So how did we get around most of the issues? We went to www.grace.reciva.com and 
registered for a free account, then found the stations they did have which we like and 
entered our subscription info for our Live 365 and Pandora accounts as well. And THEN 
we went to the radio and accessed the info through there to play the stations. WHEW! 
What was it we said about this not being easy? 

So after all that what is good about this radio? Two things we have already mentioned: 

one is the really cool nostalgic look and the other is the sound quality from the built-in 
speaker. Both are excellent and make a lot of the trials and tributions worth the effort. 
But you have to want to listen and to make this work. It is not like the real 1935 (or 
1995) when all we did was open the box, plug the radio in and turn it on. 

We do realise that internet radio is still in somewhat of an infancy and that we were 
pioneers when we bought our first WiFi receiver four or five years ago, but with the 
growing market and the number of vendors selling these expanding, we’d hoped that 
ease of use would be considered. Obviously, we aren’t there yet. 

We also need to mention that the firms selling these radios all seem to have their very 
own web portals and station lists. And, no they are not interchangeable so the list we 
put together for the Logitech Duet won’t just transfer to the Grace Victoria and neither 
speak to our lists in TuneIn  and Wunderadio, both of which we use on our iPhone and 
iPad. 

Net radio would be way easier were these portals to communicate or at the very least 
allow importation of one another’s preferred lists. It’s as though someone with an at&t 
phone couldn’t call a Verizon customer. In fact when she was a kid Grandma Gertrude  
always told us that early-day telephones were just like that --- back when Louisville had 
Home and Cumberland telephone companies. A Home customer was unable to call a 
Cumberland phone and vice versa --- and it stayed that way thru the mid-1920s when 
Bell bought both and connected the lines!

Anyway, back on topic, after all we have said, we decided to see if we were the loners in 
our disappointment with the Victoria. And some net research brought us what we’d call 
luke warm reviews at best. PC Magazine reviewer Will Greenwald gave it three out of 
five stars and summed it up best in his capsule comments, “Pros: Attractive. Can access 
thousands of Internet radio stations. Cons: Expensive. Monoaural speaker is limited. 
Navigating radio stations can be clunky. Bottom Line: The Grace Digital Audio Victoria 
Nostalgic Internet Radio has a solid build and old-time appeal, but it’s just too pricey 
for what you get.”

All we can add is thanks, Santa, for ours and amen to Will for the accurate call. Just 
wish we’d read it before we put the Victoria on Santa’s list!
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By DJ "Miss" Hill / MJ's Cafe / Dayton

Music 
Corner

Catch DJ “Miss” Hill at every Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at MJ’s Café in 
Dayton.

Hill’s Top 10. Based on dance floor results and requests (Not what he thinks is hot):

1 - Whitney Houston - Any of her hits (Most requested artist last month)

2 - Madonna - Give Me All Your Luvin’ (Alessio Silvestro Remix)

3 - LMFAO - I’m Sexy And I Know It

4 - Rihanna ft Calvin Harris - We Found Love (Happy HotDog Club Mix)

5 - Kelly Clarkson - What Doesn’t Kill You (Stronger)

6 - Lady GaGa - Judas

7 - LMFAO - Rock Party Anthem

8 - Lady GaGa - Marry The Night (Rodrigo Baron Club Mix)

9 - Beyonce - Run The World (Dave Aude Mix)

10 - Maroon 5 - Moves Like Jagger (Soul Seekerz Club Mix)

Hey there!!! DJ “Miss” Hill here. I’m sayin’ the “YAY!”. Now that we’re past Valentine’s 
Day we can get to the lucky stuff. Just a reminder: I’m not here to tell you what’s new 
but to let you know what remixes are out there whether through my record pool or 
from word of mouth.

And a P.S...I keep referring to “Farting Robot Ducks” but this new stuff keeps chang-
ing. I will now refer to it as just being “Farting Robots”. Just imagine C3PO or Fu-
turama’s Bender farting through space. “Weerp...WEERP...weerp...weerp! Weerp...
WEERP...weerp...weerp!” That’s what it sounds like to me. And it’s annoying.

Madonna - Give Me All Your Love: Let’s get this one out of the way right now. I don’t 
understand why this one is so popular already. It’s awful. The GoGo’s vs. Toni Basil. It’s 
like Vacation mixed with Hey, Mickey. And the sad part is the official mixes are worse 
than the bootleg that came out a few weeks earlier. That just shows you that the good 
mixing guys didn’t want to even bother remixing it. You didn’t hear it from me but 
check out the Alessio Silvestro Club Mix.

Gomi f. Sahara Davenport - Go Off: I’m all about the gay stuff and Miss Davenport 
kicks ass with Go Off — If just it didn’t have the “farting robots”. But other than that 
I love this song. Just quit farting. It sounds like Jump Smokers produced this one. 
However there are two great remixes by two great producers. The Manny Lehman Big 
Room Mix removes the farting and keeps it more like a gay dance bar anthem. I love 
me a Big Room mix. The John Rizzo Gets Hard Mix (I would love to see that pic.) is 
still clubby but still has that damn farting robot. But still two great mixes.

Melanie Amaro - Respect: I’m not sure what to think about this one. I remember the 
original from the old days with Aretha Franklin. And then that new thing from RLP 
featuring Barbara Tucker came out screaming at us. This one is kinda tame and not 
real moving. Even the the Ralphi Rosario Mix and the Bimbo Jones Mix aren’t doing 
much for me. I’d rather play the original. I have it on vinyl somewhere.

Gladys Knight - I (Who Have Nothing): Holy crap! A new Gladys Knight. I have noth-
ing bad to say about this one. It’s a hand clapping bass thumping anthem. “She will 
never love you the way I do…” Replace “She” with “He” and you’ll get it. I will be play-
ing this one and I hope the Dayton crowd accepts it. I love the Tony Moran & Warren 
Rigg Club Mix. They know how to make a club mix!

Katy Perry - Part Of Me: Oh, yea...A new one from the divorced slut. It’s her typical 
crap. Let’s screw then I hate you (On repeat). I think she should get lessons from Kelly 
Clarkson. Kelly is way better at break-up songs. Please don’t e-mail that Adele is better 
at break-up songs because I can’t dance to her. Anyway...It’s a good thing we get a mix 
that makes it club worthy. I find the Justin Sane Mix less painful.

That’s it for now. I’ll be back in April with a shower of hits. Check me out at MissHill-
DJ.com or find me on Facebook under Douglas Hill. If you like or hate what I review 
about please e-mail me at hill@misshilldj.com. 

I welcome both good and hateful replies. And let me know about any local independ-
ent music. I’m always open to new stuff.
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ARE U A GAY MAN

DO YOU PARTY-N-PLAY

Tell your experiences for a study at IUPUI 

Participation is 

VOLUNTARY & CONFIDENTIAL

Your name is NEVER asked

You will be compensated for your time

Call 317-518-4349
leave a message using your favorite Super Hero nickname, 

aka Wonder Woman, Thor, Superman

IRB Study # 1112007533
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Sheila's 
Column

By Sheila Kennedy
Amazing — and embarrassing — as it may seem, the American Taliban is once 
again waging battle against sex. This time, their target is contraception.

Their fig leaf is a definition of “religious liberty” that neither the nation’s found-
ers nor the courts would recognise — the same definition that they employ in 
their on-going war against civil rights for gays and lesbians. Short form: giving 
rights to women and gays would violate their religious liberties.

A brief recap: When the Obama administration issued regulations for employer-
provided health insurance, the regulations required that such coverage include 
birth control. Churches were exempt from the requirement (an exemption that 
is required by the First Amendment), but religiously-affiliated institutions like 
hospitals and universities were not. 

More than half of the states already had such a requirement and those employ-
ers had been complying for years without any discernable fuss or claim that 
these rules somehow represented a “war on religion.”

Enter the forces for “religious liberty” a.k.a. the Catholic Bishops and the GOP. 
Their argument was that making religious employers pay for insurance that 
included birth control was a violation of their freedom of conscience. Under 
years of Supreme Court precedent, it wasn’t, but the Administration moved to 
accommodate their sensibilities by requiring the insurance companies to offer 
the coverage at no cost directly to women, removing the employer from the 
equation.

As I write this, the Bishops and the (ascendant) Santorum wing of the Republi-
can Party are not mollified despite the fact that Catholic nuns and a significant 
majority of American Catholics are fine with it. According to their arguments, 
simply making birth control available to employees of religiously affiliated em-
ployers is itself a violation of their religious liberties.   

I know I harp on the public’s lack of civic and constitutional literacy, but this is 
another perfect example. 

When the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock, they wanted the “liberty” to 
impose the correct religion on their neighbours. The idea that church and state 
could be separated was unknown to the Puritans who first settled in the new 
country; the freedom they wanted was the freedom to “establish” the True 
Religion, and form a government that would require their neighbours to live in 
accordance with that religion. 

A hundred and fifty years later, however, the men who crafted the Constitution 
for the new nation were products of a dramatically different worldview. The 
philosophical movement we call the Enlightenment had given birth to science, 
privileged reason over superstition, and reconsidered the proper role of govern-
ment. 

Liberty — religious or otherwise — had come to mean the right of individuals 
to live their lives in accordance with their own consciences, free of the coercion 
of the state and free of what the founders called “the passions of the majority.”

Our Constitution may have been a product of the Enlightenment, but we still 
have a significant number of Puritans in America, and what we sometimes call 
the “culture wars” are yet another conflict between those two very different vi-
sions of liberty. 

The Rick Santorums of the world aren’t just against equal rights for gays and 
lesbians. They aren’t just anti-abortion and anti-birth control (Santorum him-
self has gone on record saying that birth control should not be available be-
cause it allows people to engage in “wrong” sexual behaviour.). 

They are deeply Puritan: anti-science, anti-reason, anti-diversity. That they are 
absolutely convinced of their own possession of the Truth is less disconcerting 
than their even stronger conviction that “liberty” means they should have the 
right to make everyone else live by their Truth.

These are the same irony-challenged theocrats who are running around propos-
ing legislation to prevent imposition of “Sharia law.” 

I’d guess they don’t have mirrors. Or a capacity for self-reflection.
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Food For 
Thought

Gossip 
Cats

By Gossipcats Britain & Sydney By Ted Fleischaker / Word Publisher
INDIANAPOLIS—Say OPA! Say it loud. It’s a word that depending which set of online 
resources you use means anything from get down and party to absolutely nothing at all. It 
is Greek though and they shout it a lot when the flaming cheese comes out over at Fountain 
Square’s Santorini Greek Kitchen. We shout it, too, when we get a chance to eat at this just 
south of downtown restaurant owned by the always affable Taki and Jeanette Sawi. And we 
shout it because the food and the atmosphere are both just unbeatable.

The restaurant itself proved it couldn’t be beat after a fire a couple years back. We, like 
most of the town were sure that they’d never rebuild and come back, but true to her 
word on the TV news the very day of the fire, Jeanette not only recovered, but they were 
reopened in record time and with a lot of community support. Santorini (named after a 
Greek island) is just that kind of place. A place where the likes of the locals mix with Rosie 
O’Donnell who visited and we are told had a really good time when she was in for the 
Super Bowl. It’s also that kind of place which, when they were closed for a bit following 
the fire, had area restaurants and friends lining up to loan kitchens and equipment so they 
could still fulfill their catering obligations.

But that’s all in the past. The present says great food, a fun atmosphere and a lot of good, 
old fashioned service and local ownership. These are all virtures in this cookie-cutter 
franchise and chain age. Sadly, Indianapolis is at the epicenter of the chain explosion so 
we doubly over are thrilled when we can recommend a local establishment and not have to 
have an asterik saying except this or that. We have never (ever) had a bad meal at Santorini 
and we have been dining there since the couple first opened their doors in a tiny space in 
Fountain Square years ago. Good food has kept us coming back as they expanded, then 
rebuilt after the flames took over.

But Santorini is about food and if you love Greek (we confess we do) or never have had it 
before (friends in countless numbers have been introduced over the years by us) or aren’t 
sure (that would be some of the others reading and you know who you are) then this is the 
place for you. They not only have all the standard Greek fare, but enough other items that 
we guarantee something will put a smile on every face at your table.

We prefer the traditional Greek dishes and Santorini’s Taki does them himself so I know 
they will always be right. The potatoes are always worth more than a mention, but a special 
the other day which included his Half and Half (which the server described as the best of 
both worlds) including the healthy aspect of spinach in the spanakopita and the decadence 
of the creamed feta in the tiropita was indeed to die for. Others at the table did the Greek 
spaghetti while past visits have had us raving about the Gyro. Other fiends say the Falafel 
(ground chickpeas and spices fried) is equally good but we will confess a longtime hate of 
anything chickpeas, so we will accept their word for that. Besides, there are too many other 
things on the Santorini menu we adore to be distrated. I mean who cares about chickpeas 
when they could have leg of lamb or gyro or the mixed grill or any of the other extensive 
list of items?

The service at Santorini matches the food and while sometimes in busy moments it can be 
no-nonsense, it is always exemplary. Here the staff does their jobs first and then takes time 
out for the small talk. It’s definitely not one of those chain places where the waiter wants to 
tell you he’s Jason and then follows with his and your life stories. Here they do the service 
and take the orders first and then check back to see the smiles when the food arrives.

Santorini also offers some wonderful side dishes which come with most of the entrees. The 
potatoes (we mentioned those before didn’t we?) are the best anywhere and Taki takes spe-
cial pride in their preparation. There are green beans which are equally unique and a Greek 
salad covered in feta with a dressing I wish they’d bottle and sell at the register.

About the only down-side I can say about Santorini is the desserts. They have a flourless 
chcolte torte and of course the traditional Baklava and anything in between but the down 
side is I never find enough room to eat any! That’s especially true if I start with calamari or 
Taki’s unforgettable garlic and mushroom soup which, as the menu says, is the soup you 
are guaranteed to have dreams about. 

So how’s the pricing? More than fair. In fact so fair that Santorini doesn’t participate in the 
twice annual Devour Downtown because they’d have to raise their prices! To quote Jeanette 
when we asked any they don’t she noted they have four courses for about $25 every night, 
“so why should I give just three and up the price to $30” which is the set fee for Devour 
dinners!

Santorini is open every day but Sunday. Lunch from 11 to 3 (from noon Saturdays) and 
they do dinner till 9 weekdays and 10 weekends. There’s free parking, too. It’s all at 1417 
Prospect Street, just east of Fountain Square and about a mile southeast of downtown.

March is one of those months which can be warm and sunny, cold and nasty or bits of 
both. Come to think of it, that pretty well describes all the gossip we pussies have been 
hearing the past few weeks — some of it warm and happy and other bits, a lot less so. Let’s 
see, then, what’s happening... First off, must be something in the water over at Down-
town Olly’s in Indy as the staff keeps coming and going. Our friend Mykee left a few 
months back, came back again and now, sadly has departed once again. Of course nobody, 
including the hot waiter we had serve us lunch the other day would, could or is allowed 
to say what or why! On the same note, Nick, who was there and left was back smiling at 
us again when we were by last week. He’s sportin’ a beard these days, but it looks like it 
belongs on him, and it’s great to see his smiling face once again... Meanwhile speaking 
of smiling, Cody was and Alton wasn’t after they went to Louisville to cover and see 
and be seen at the Pandora Theatre’s Masquerade the 18th of February. Cody did 
get us some pics and Ted used some in this issue. We cats meantime hear that after the 
Masquerade the duo cut some wide swaths thru Connection where we hear tell Cody got 
uber lucky and taken home. We hear a lot of wildness took place, and he didn’t come back 
to Indy until Sunday. But wait! There’s more. Seems Alton tried to find him a date too 

since they rode down together, but instead of 
getting lucky we hear tell he ended up sleep-
ing on Cody’s trick’s sofa along with (Yeah, 
our hero!) the trick’s cat! You know there’s 
always some pussy out there for you Alton, 
but we suspect strongly this is not what you 
had in mind, huh?  Anyway, we hear they 
had a grand time and from the way Cody 
was yawning when they dropped off the pics, 
it appears little sleep. Ah, to be young again 
but in pussy years we are well into our 50s 
now so what can we say? Except there’s just 
one bit more...Cody, we hear tell got a $118 
ticket on the way to Louisville on I-65 for 
following too closely. We do not know if that 
was a portent of the things which followed or 
just a policeman who figured out that Cody’s 
car does not have a working speedometer.  
To hear Cody tell it, “How could I have been 
speeding? I don’t have a speedometer?” Isn’t 
that somewhat like I can’t be out of money 
because I still have cheques left?... OK so 
moving right along, we hear our Ted got 
into it with another of the very same first 

name person on Ex-Terre Haute boy Paul’s Facebook page. Seems the “other” Ted got 
mad at our cat food supplier because he said it didn’t matter if Paul bought a 720 or 1080 
pixel TV set and the other Ted said the 720s were “only for poor folks!” Seems our Ted, 
never shy, said that was rude to say and from there was told if he had so much cash he 
sould get gastric bypass surgery cause he’s fat! We pussies thought for a bit that one of ‘em 
was gonna have a fat lip with all the insults a flyin’ but eventually Paul got it all calmed 
down and they both deleted their rudeness. Oh and FYI, here’s what Paul told our Ted, “It’s 
ok (if he wants to think that), I’m kinda poor. I am going with a plasma. I actually did a lot 
of online research and decided on the plasma for my love of movies and sports. My room-
ies like games too. I am going ahead with the 720 for two reasons: CNET said it’s fine and 
I found one at a great sale price.” Our Ted is sticking his tongue out, so take that Ted two, 
lol... Speaking of taking, it looks like there are club owners and employees (none in 
Indy) who are about to be taking unemployment as word has reached us of not one, 
two or three, but four area clubs who have either shuttered or are about to close 
their doors. We won’t name a lot of names, but suffice to say we are sad to see the doors 
closing. We also will use that as a hint to tell those of you who read the column to patron-
ise your local club as these gals and guys do a lot for the community and we need for them 
to keep the doors open! That said, we do have two bits of Indianapolis club news: Paul, 
who owns the Unicorn, has asked us to say they are NOT closing despite some rumours, 
but he does have the place for sale. If you know someone looking for a really hot club with 
a long tradition, we hear tell the asking price is $500,000. Also, owner Jim Brown tells us 
the rumours are true and Metro, which has been at 707 Mass. Ave. since its founding 
is going to be moving this Summer. He said he still has a bid out  on a building closer to 
downtown in the 400 block of Mass, but declined to say exactly where. Oh, and the photo: 
That’s our owner Ivan with Nelson, the cat at Santorini. Nelson loves to sit on the steps 
out front hoping someone will give him a treat or a pet. We hear he gets a lot of both!
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